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Private equity
opportunities in
healthcare tech
Although private equity firms have been hesitant to invest in
healthcare tech, they have reason to invest in promising targets now.
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Healthcare technology companies have historically
gotten less attention from private equity (PE)
investors than they might warrant. Admittedly,
healthcare tech is complex, making it difficult to
understand the industry and identify good assets.
Investors are already hesitant to invest in young
companies. And many prospective PE targets in
healthcare tech offer solutions in unproven markets
that are vulnerable to disruption, further dampening
investor interest. Investors may be especially
dissuaded if deal sourcing and due diligence require
substantial cooperation between interdisciplinary
teams in healthcare and technology.
Despite these challenges, maturing healthcare tech
companies can be good targets for PE firms ready
to apply rigorous analysis and invest in growing
companies in US and European markets. Healthcare
companies with a strong technology component
are valued, on average, at 17.1 times earnings,
compared with 14.9 times average across the
industry, with lower multiples for companies without
strong technological components; for example,
pharmaceuticals average 15.1 times and healthcare
providers average 11.4 times (Exhibit 1).¹ In recent
years, well-managed healthcare tech companies
have performed even better, with some exits at 23
to 25 times EBITDA.
Structural factors create opportunities for further
growth. Healthcare lags behind other industries
on digitization. This tardiness is due partly to the
difficulty of managing the range of stakeholders,
regulations, and privacy concerns involved in
digitizing records and processes that affect
sensitive information.²
However, the industry will soon have no choice
but to catch up—fast. Various trends, including
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funding deficits in public healthcare systems and
price pressures on pharmaceuticals, have driven
healthcare players to seek ways to reduce operating
costs and improve productivity.³ Meanwhile, an
increasingly complex regulatory environment
means that digital solutions are the best way to
ensure monitoring and compliance in some parts
of the healthcare market. These burgeoning digital
needs translate into significant opportunities
for healthcare technology providers, companies
that provide technology-enabled solutions for
healthcare industry players. In fact, the first cohort
of European and US healthcare tech companies is
now sufficiently mature for PE firms to consider as
investment candidates. Especially attractive are
ones that can become platform providers—entities
that create and maintain the basis for data exchange,
analytics, and user engagement.⁴
PE firms should invest in such companies now
to capture disproportionate benefits. Here we
highlight ways that these firms can identify winning
healthcare-tech investments.

What is healthcare tech?
At its core, healthcare tech refers to technologyenabled products and services in healthcare.
Distinct from medical devices and diagnostics,
healthcare tech focuses on facilitating and enabling
healthcare functions.
Healthcare tech is a vast, hyper-fragmented
field. Individual companies may serve a specific
vertical, such as pharmaceuticals, medical
technology, providers, or regulators, in a portion
of that vertical’s value chain. In that context,
individual companies usually fulfill a specific
need—for example, digitizing core processes
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Exhibit 1

Healthcare tech multiples surpass those of most other healthcare subcategories.
Developed countries’ deal multiples1 by subcategory, Publicly reported, Jan 1, 2016–Jan 28, 2019
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Announced (and not withdrawn) deals above $5 million for which EV/EBITDA transaction multiples were available; only targets where target region was North America,
Western Europe, or developed Asia–Pacific included.
Source: Dealogic; McKinsey analysis

or providing digital health solutions. Healthcare
tech companies can provide or facilitate anything
from electronic medical records to clinical-trial
management software (Exhibit 2).
Nontech healthcare companies can sometimes have
technological components that bolster their core
(nontechnological) services or products. For instance,
some companies provide services and products to
support pharma companies’ medical affairs functions,
which often come with a software tool such as a
workflow-management tool for publications.

Time to invest in healthcare tech
Often stereotyped as targets more suitable for
venture capital than for PE, healthcare tech sees
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relatively few deals, especially outside the United
States. Healthcare tech deals made up only 7 percent
of European and US healthcare deal volume from
2015 to 2018, and 83 percent of global healthcare
tech deals occurred in the United States over this
period (Exhibit 3).⁵
Firms are reluctant to invest in healthcare tech
for structural and cultural reasons, but discerning
investors can find many opportunities in the
industry, which is projected to grow 14 percent per
year through 2023.⁶
Historically timid PE firms
Before PE firms invest in healthcare tech, they must
adjust their mind-set about pursuing targets that
are smaller than typical PE investments. What’s

Sumant Ugalmugale, Ajay Devgire, Healthcare information technology (IT) market size by solution, Global Market Insights, April 2019,
gminsights.com.
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Exhibit 2

The healthcare tech landscape is highly complex and fragmented.
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more, investors are sometimes unable or unwilling
to underwrite high multiples for healthcare tech
companies for fear that the assets are not worth
their valuations; venture-capital funding tends to
bid up healthcare tech companies’ valuations, after
which interested PE investors must compete against
each other as well as established healthcare players
for targets. However, the fear of unreasonably high
multiples might be unfounded. Many healthcare
tech companies serve growing markets, and market
positions, once secured—especially as part of a
platform or suite of solutions—are often defensible.
Such assets are worth their higher multiples.

available deals and opaque markets. Due diligence
in healthcare tech requires the ability to evaluate
customer needs, competitive dynamics, regulatory
pressures, differences among geographies, and
emerging sectors—without a developed base
of customers or many competitors as points of
comparison. It can often be difficult to obtain
accurate and comprehensive information about the
relevant markets, making due diligence challenging.
Exacerbating the complexity of deal sourcing
and due diligence is the difficulty of effectively
coordinating healthcare and technology teams
within PE firms.

The fear of high multiples is related to the difficulty
of identifying good assets from the large number of

Healthcare tech investment from PE firms is also
stymied by PE funds’ fear of threats and disruption
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Healthcare tech deals are still underrepresented in private-equity deals compared with other
healthcare businesses, with the United States driving most of the deal activity.
European and US private-equity
healthcare deal volume by subcategory,¹
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to healthcare tech companies. Threats include
industry enterprise players that can organically
enter the field through pre-existing relationships;
disruptive start-ups; deep-pocketed, nonhealthcare
corporates, such as large technology companies;
and even customers’ internal tools. However,
careful due diligence that focuses on firms that are
relatively insulated from short-term disruption can
mitigate risks for PE firms.
Opportunities for PE firms that invest now
In the early days of the healthcare tech market, most
healthcare tech firms presented more appropriate
investments for venture-capital and growth-capital
funds, but many are now mature enough to benefit
from PE investment and guidance. Moreover, the
first crop of healthcare tech companies, many of
which were acquired by growth funds between 2010
and 2014, will soon be ready for PE consideration as
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growth funds prepare to exit after a typical five-year
holding period.
Maturing healthcare tech companies have
demonstrated a proof of concept, have won
flagship customers, and are consistently profitable.
The best targets for PE firms will come from the
often-overlooked middle tier of companies that
are unlikely to reach billion-dollar valuations but
have the potential for double-digit growth. These
companies can benefit the most from investment
and expertise (Exhibit 4).
For example, electronic clinical outcome
assessment (eCOA), medical affairs process
management, and patient safety are areas where
midtier players split the market. Because many
healthcare tech solutions do not fully address
customers’ needs, good-to-great solutions can
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establish market leadership positions relatively
quickly, even with sales cycles that can stretch
into years.
Other than optimizing midtier companies in
fragmented subindustries, PE firms can identify
companies that provide function-wide platforms.
Incumbents and corporates are already trying
to establish themselves as platform providers,
and those that succeed are likely to become the
standard for their portion of the healthcare value
chain. These companies can then grow and cement
their position by providing analytics services for
the data they gather. Because platform providers
are exceptionally difficult to replace, companies
need to become standard-setters now and
win disproportionate returns later—or position
themselves to be acquired at a premium by the
eventual platform provider.
Timing is an important factor, regardless of the
submarkets PE investors decide to address.
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Healthcare digitization means that firms that invest
in healthcare tech now rather than later are more
likely to capture value from growth within crucial
markets. Entering the market now also means that PE
investors can more easily roll up assets in fragmented
markets and build scale and market share.⁷ In fact,
healthcare tech companies are already pursuing
roll-ups: an eCOA company acquired seven small
companies in the field between 2009 and 2017.
Healthcare tech companies in diverse global markets
are pursuing similar moves (see sidebar, “Creating
value through M&A and roll-ups”).

Maximizing the odds of success in
healthcare tech
The best way to ensure success in sourcing and
evaluating deals in healthcare tech is to have PE
firms’ healthcare and technology teams collaborate
throughout the process. Unfortunately, this
collaboration is sometimes difficult to achieve.
Having teams with relevant industry and technical

A roll-up occurs when investors acquire multiple companies in the same market and merge them.

Sidebar

Creating value through M&A and roll-ups.
For healthcare tech companies,
strategic M&A and roll-ups can facilitate
geographic expansion, allow companies
to pursue adjacent business lines, and
potentially monetize data.

workforce payment and vendor
management. Both of these approaches
to expansion allow companies to
gain scale and professionalize their
operations more quickly.

One British patient-safety technology
company combined with another in a
different country to achieve a significant
presence in their home markets. Similarly,
a workforce-management company
has successfully pursued acquisitions
of companies that cover adjacent areas
of healthcare-workforce management,
including solutions for contingent-

However, safely gathering and
monetizing data may be the ultimate
accomplishment for healthcare tech
companies. For example, to meet a
wider array of customer needs and
expand the amount of data it can
aggregate, a provider of clinical-trial
data-management software is moving
into analytics and benchmarking by
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methodically acquiring companies
that offer complementary products
and services. As the components of its
larger business evolve, the company
is attempting to create an additional
revenue stream from data as a service
and as a subscription product. The
company further supported the move
with the recent acquisition of an
industry-leading data-management
and analytics company. As a result, its
enterprise value increased fourteenfold
in eight years. Thus, this approach
can yield rich returns and augment an
already strong position.
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Private equity can tap into a ‘forgotten’ midtier opportunity across the healthcare tech landscape.
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knowledge work together is not a new idea. But it is
worth reinforcing how valuable it is for healthcare
investors to retool their approach to incorporate
technical expertise, including knowledge of the
risk of disruption. Having access to both healthcare
and technical experts will help investors evaluate
the strength of the market as well as targets’ core
business and growth prospects.
Candidates must fulfill important needs in
growing markets
PE healthcare candidates should be neither
start-ups nor enterprise systems, and they should
address an unmet market need. A way to diagnose
whether a product meets a need is to ascertain
whether customers have identified the problem and
asked for solutions. This method should eliminate
companies that simply provide interesting software
from consideration.
The best candidates demonstrate new revenuecreation opportunities, increase the efficiency
of existing processes, and reduce costs or risks.
For example, material-tracking software in
clinical settings, especially in surgical and criticalcare environments, can capture data that allow
hospitals and healthcare providers to improve
clinical performance, procurement processes,
and material-management practices.
Attractive markets should be growing and have
room for growth. Investors can identify such
markets by their low technological penetration,
high levels of paper use, and regulatory trends
that encourage or force the use of technological
solutions. These traits are especially important
because of healthcare customers’ “stickiness” and
long contract cycles, which make new-business
development critical to sustained growth.
The best markets for healthcare tech companies
that are interesting to PE investors are those that
are not large enough to be appealing to enterprise
players. In our experience, markets of less than
$1 billion are safest for maturing healthcare tech
companies because they are too small to appeal to
large corporate investors. Such markets should also
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present material barriers for entry. Acquisition targets’
products may not necessarily contain proprietary
code, but they should possess advantages that
aren’t easily replicated by entrants from other fields.
Such advantages include user-friendly interfaces
built based on privileged customer relationships and
specialized knowledge of stakeholders.
The company and its core offerings must be
well regarded
By the time a company is a target of a PE firm, its
solution should be comparable to competitors’
offerings in its ability to meet customer needs. This
assessment will likely require a combination of
technical reviews and in-depth customer interviews
to understand customer perceptions of the
solution. Technological assessments from PE funds’
technology teams will also be necessary to confirm
that the target has a sound, flexible tech stack (the
frameworks and tools developers work with).
Strong targets must have a record of customer
success, which can involve a “soft” element that
requires due-diligence teams to use perception
to arrive at insights that aren’t necessarily
reflected in conventional metrics. Due diligence
must therefore go beyond standard measures of
customer experience such as customer satisfaction
scores and include in-depth customer interviews
to understand demonstrable customer impact and
check for serious issues. Issues include risks such
as high-impact events, often related to compliance,
that could shatter credibility and damage key
customer relationships.
Investors must also evaluate the company’s
operations to ensure that the right talent and
processes are in place. Management should contain
a mix of healthcare and technology experts who
understand the solution and its opportunities
for growth. Investors should also speak to
nonmanagement employees to understand if best
practices such as agile methodologies are embedded
in the company.⁸ To evaluate how well the company
attracts and retains talent, investors should examine
employee-churn data and interview a cross-section
of employees for insights on the company’s talent

blind spots. If a PE firm decides to acquire a target, it
must prepare to continuously invest in development—
including talent, product, and customer service.
The company must be prepared and able to scale
PE-friendly healthcare-tech investments must be
scalable. To keep up with growth, the tech stack
must have the capacity for rapid increases in the
number of jobs and users. To help the solution
evolve as it scales, the company should have a
clear road map for R&D, product improvements,
and technology initiatives.
Similarly, the nontechnical components of the
business must also be able to accommodate growth.
To support increased demands, the company must
have the ability to increase infrastructure such as
customer service and implementation teams. As
with technology road maps, the company should
have a corresponding hiring plan, organizational
structure, and training plan that accounts for future
growth. Investors can learn about targets’ scalability
through interviews with functional leaders and
in-depth independent assessments.
Not all solutions can scale beyond their original
use case, so investors must confirm that targets’
solutions have avenues for growth. For instance,
some payment-management systems are specific to
their provider environments and countries or were
created to meet esoteric regulatory demands in their
original markets. The due-diligence process should
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help investors make sure that no vertical- or marketspecific elements could make a product difficult to
scale beyond its original context. If a team does plan
to expand, investors should confirm that plans exist
to credibly mitigate the risk of encountering hurdles
in new markets.
Finally, healthcare tech companies can grow by
acquiring and repackaging proprietary data for their
customers. Common uses of proprietary data are
performance analytics and benchmarking. However,
data-privacy regulations, the need for consent
(often from patients), intellectual property, data
quality, or simply a lack of customer participation
often prevent companies from achieving this kind
of growth. Companies that can overcome these
common but substantial obstacles would have a
rare advantage over their competitors that cannot
aggregate and repurpose customer data.

European and US PE firms have a significant
opportunity to capture value from strategic
healthcare-tech investments. Investors that take
decisive action while focusing on targets with
growing businesses that compete in attractive
markets, with strong prospects for growth, can
benefit most. PE firms’ trademark investment,
expertise, and pursuit for continuous improvement
in healthcare tech can generate investor returns
while helping create better outcomes in healthcare.
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